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Questions by: N.C.State 

1. Born in 1608, he wrote several great poems from the Puritan point of view before the English Civil War. He 
contributed to Oliver Cromwell's cause with his writing and his learning skills wjile becoming a government advisor in 
domestic and foreign affairs. After the restoration of the monarchy in 1660 he retired from governmental service 
poor and blind. FTP, name this author of "On his Blindness", "Lycidas", "Samson Agonistes" and Paradise Losl. 

John Milton 

2. As a part ofa British campaign of frontier attacks during the Revolutionary War, Colonel John Butler led a force 
of over 1000 Loyalists and Iroquois against 5000 inhabitants of a Pennsylvania valley for which it's named. After the 
entire valley's population gathered at Forty Fort, about 300 men and boys left the fort to meet the attackers, resulting 
in hundreds of casualties. FTP, name this massacre, the first in a chain of massacres from Pennsylvania to upstate 
New York, an Indian word meaning "from the big plains" which was later applied to a rectangular Western state. 

Wyoming Massacre 

3. Described as a jealous, short-tempered, reclusive man, his skills were excellent enough that he disregarded 
mathematical rules of proportion in his belief that the true beauty of his works was in the "ideaH and that \t was the 
sculptor's responsibility to free the image from the stone it's imprisoned in. It is also believed that the anatomical 
accuracy in his sculptures was due to his dissection of human corpses. FTP, name this man whose first masterpiece 
was the "Pieta" and whose most famous sculpture is the marble "David". 

Michaelangelo Buonarotti 

4. Discovered by Wollaston in 1844, it is a silvery ductile metal that does not tarnish in air. It has an atomic weight of 
\02.905, a melting point of 1966 degrees Celsius, and a boiling point of2500 degrees Celsius. Two of its major uses 
are in "red chloride" and in thermocouples along with platinum. FTP, name this metal with the atomic number 45, the 
name of which means "rose". 

Rhodium 

5. The highest temperature ever recorded in this state was a mere 1 00 degrees on April 27, 1931. Its capital averages 
23.47 inches of rain and 100 rain days a year, although one part of this state averages 460 inches of rainfall per year, 
the highest of any state. FTP, name this state ravaged by Hurricane Iwa in 1980 and Hurricane lniki in 1993. 
~ 

6. He was originally schooled by the Duke ofWurttemberg who forced him to study medicine at the duke's academy. 
He later turned to writing and left his position as an army surgeon to become a dramatist for the Mannheim theater. 
He later became a professor at the University of Jena in 1789 and married fellow writer Charlotte von Leingfie\d a 
year later. FTP, name this man whose first works included The Robbers and Don Carlos, and who later went on to 
write WaJienstein, Mary Stuart, and William TeJl as well as the poem "Ode to Joy". 

Friedrich von ~ 

7. A contemporary ofManet, he contributed greatly to the Impressionist movement despite his different set of artistic 
concerns. he was one of the greatest draftsmen of the 19th century as his two-dimensional drawings incredibly 
preserved the ideas of space and figures. FTP, name this man whose painting "The Tub" is considered one of the most 
important paintings in developing a kind of space dependent on color, and who also created "The Cotton Exchange 
at New Orleans" and "Ballet Rehearsal" . 

Edgar~ 

8. This movement was founded in the Poland in the 1700s by Israel Ball Shem Tov. Tov taught his followers that 
great joy should be taken in their religion and that all objects are divine in some manner. FTP, name this Jewish 
movement that does not concentrate on the Talmud and the Torah as much as other Jewish groups, but sings and 
dances as a way to worship God. 

Hasidism 
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9. Its second largest city is Paro at just over 45,000 people. It's highest point is Kula Kangri at 24,784 feet above sea 
level. It is commonly called "Druk Yul" by' its natives meaning "Land of the Thunderdragons" . It is approximately 45 
miles from Nepal at its closest point and roughly 35 miles from Bangladesh. FfP, name this Dzongkhan speaking 
nation with its capital at Thimphu, located between China and India. 

Illil.!tIDJ. 

10. "It's a Plain Shame", "I Wanna Go to the Sun", "I'll Give you Money", and "Line on My Face" are all songs 
performed by him. FTP, name this musical artist who scored big hits with "Baby, I Love Your Ways", "Do You Feel 
Like We Do", and "Show Me the Way" during the mid 70s. 

Peter Frampton 

11 . Name the common year. Tunisia and Morocco are granted their independence by France. Pakistan officially 
becomes an Islamic republic. Hungary breaks out in revolution after. new Prime Minister Gero asserts strict 
Communist rule; the Communists are overthrown and Irme Nagy assumes power and immediately remove Hungary 
from the Warsaw pact. Colonel Abdel Gamel Nasser becomes president of Egypt and immediately seizes the Suez 
Canal, causing a conflict with Israel, France, and England. FTP, name this year which saw Dwight D. Eisenhower 
get re-elected as president of the United States. 

1956 

12. Recent evidence indicates that this condition is more hereditary than psychological. Confusion, inappropriate 
behavior, hallucinations, and delusions are all symptoms of this condition. Psychodynamic theorists believe that 
subliminal fear is the major cause of it. FTP, name this condition which comes in a catatonic, hebephrenic, or 
paranoid form, the name of which means "splitting of the mind". 

Schizophrenia 

13. Born in with a club foot, he was later described as a dark handsome man who was adored by many women. He 
was notorious for his many love affairs before, during, and after his marriage to Anne Isabella Milbank. After 
travelling throughout Europe he died working for Greek independence. FTP, name this man ridiculed early in his 
career for his Hours of Idleness, but revered for such romantic classics as Manfred, The Corsair, and Don Juan. 

George Gordon Noel ~ 

14. This vitamin is produced by bacteria in the intestines of all humans except infants. It also serves to aid in the 
synthesis of substances needed for blood clotting and helping bones maintain normal metabolism. FfP, name this 
vitamin discovered by Carl Dam which is found in liver, potatoes, leafy green vegetables, peas, and cereals and which 
can cause jaundice in infants. 

Vitamin K 

15. The French's four main attacks failed to weaken the Allied center due to poor coordination. A second battle came 
on the side as 30,000 Prussian troops led by Karl von Bulow forced Napoleon to shift two corps of Georges 
Moutohn plus several Imperial Guard battalions from the main battle against the forces of the ~uke of Wellington. 
Michel Ney's forced managed to capture LaHaye which marked the center of the Allied line but were unable to 
receive support from the forces on the flank. FTP name this battle regarded to be the fall of Napoleon. 

Waterloo 

16. On average, this animal is about the size of a deer and can carry 200 pounds over 17 miles per day over steep 
terrain. Common uses for them are as golf caddies such as the ones found on T a1amore Golf Course in Southern 
Pines, NC. It is more commonly used for milk, meat, and cloth in its native South America. FTP, name these familiar 
Andean members of the family Camelidae. 

Ll.a!IlM 

17. He was born into a Russian noble family but was orphaned at the age of nine and raised by his aunts. He dropped 
out of college and went back to his family's estate, Yasnaya Polyana, where he attempted to educate the serfs. While 
in the army he wrote a trilogy of books Boyhood, Childhood, and Youth depicting his youth. His later works dealt 
mostly with moral issues including the wrongs of governmental and religious institutions for which he was 
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excommunicated in 1901 . FTP, name this Russian author whose greatest works include Master and Man, The Death 
of Ivan Ilych, Anna Karenina and War and Peace. 

Leo TolstQY 

18. French colonists in North America were looking for ways to upstage the westward movement of English 
colonists. After the Glorious Revolution in 1688, the French seized the opportunity to attack. In the winter of 1689 
and 1690 New France's governor Count Louis de Frantenac dashed through New York and New England before 
ending up at Fort Loyal. By May 1690, French forces had taken control of Port Royal in Acadia. Finally in 1697 the 
Peace ofRyswick required that both sides return any lands they captured. FTP, name this North American war, part 
of the War of the Grand Alliance. 

King William's War 

19. This former preacher adopted Impressionist techniques in his art to express his own experiences. His works 
displayed.tremendous intensity brought upon by small separate strokes and vivid colors and patterns. The intensity of 
his works served mainly human emotional goals and were motivated by his troubled mindset, influencing the 
expressionist and abstract movements. FTP, name this Dutch artist whose last painting depicted the field in which he 
committed suicide in 1890. 

Vincent van Gogh 

20. A great controversy occurred when Marge Schott banned all signs not promoting the Cincinnati Reds from 
Riverfront Stadium during Reds games in 1994. Many religious leaders protested and in response brought signs that 
read this in large symbols with the words "Go Reds" in small letters beneath. It's much easier to write on a sign than 
"For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but 
have eternal life. " FTP, name this familiar Biblical verse. 

John 3:16 

21. Born in Colophon in Asia Minor, he was a Greek philosopher, poet, and religious reformer. Until he settled in 
Elea in southern Italy, he was a wandering singer and poet. After settling in Elea, he founded the Eleatic school of 
philosophy, which rejected the idea of anthropomorphic gods. FTP, name this man, the author of the famous saying 
"If oxen could paint and sculpt, they would depict the gods as oxen." 

XenQphanes 

22. The name is the same. A catcher who was selected by the Oakland A's as the fifth pick in the 1968 major league 
baseball draft. A relief pitcher for the Oakland A's during the early 1980s. Actor who has appeared in such movies as 
"Howard the Duck", "Beetle juice", and "Ed Wood" and starred in "Mom and Dad Save the World" . And FTP, the 
youngest head coach in Atlantic Coast Conference men's basketball history. 

JeffJQnes 

23 . A self-taught song writer near the tum of the century, he began his career on Tin Pan Alley in the midst of get
rich-quick excitement. After receiving only 85 cents for his first song, he opened his own business. Shortly after this 
he wrote his most famous piece which he attempted unsuccessfully to plug until he paid 1. Aldrich Libbey $500 to 
sing it in a show called A Trip to Chinatown. FTP, name this man whose After the Ball sold over five million copies. 

Charles K. Harris. 

24. Established in the late 6th century by the Byzantine emperor Maurice as a military enclave, it was a semi
autonomous province of the Byzantine empire. In 610 it's governor sent his son Heraclius to Constantinople to 
overthrow emperor Phocas thus creating a new Byzantine dynasty. This province sustained numerous Arab attacks 
during the 7th century until 698 when the Arabs finally overtook it. FTP, name this province which has been regarded 
as the Byzantine theme organization., utilized as a means of provincial administration. 

Exarchate of Carthage 

25. The first move in this sequence for white is a simple pawn move to e4. The second move places the bishop at c4. 
The third brings the queen into play by moving her to either f3 or h5. The fourth, FTP, nets a checkmate by moving 
the queen to f7 in this risky opening combination commonly known as the "four-move checkmate". 

Scholar's Checkmate 
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Boni: North Carolina State University 

1. This first bonus question concerns firsts . First kings of French dynasties that is. For ten points each, Given the 
French dynasty, name the first king from that d~. 

lO) Merovingian QIDis I ::/ 
lO) Bourbon Henry IV / 
10) Valois Philip VI 

2. Answer each of the following about professional football firsts on the firsts clue for 10 and on the second for 5. 
a. l0) This Pennsylvania town's team won the first professional football game with a 12-0 victory over neighboring 
Jeanette on August 30, 1895 . 
.5) This town is now more noted for producing Rolling Rock Beer. 

~ Latrobe 

b. 10) This team won the first professional football championship in 1921. 
/5) They later went on to thrash the New England Patriots 46-10 in Super Bowl XX. 

Chicago Jkiru. 
~1 0) This franchise was the first and only franchise to play in consecutive NFL championship games for two 

different cities doing so in 1936 and 1937. 
5) This franchise won super bowls XVII,XXII,and XXVII. 

Washington Redskins 

3. William Shakespeare used several sources to come up with his works ofliterature. For 5 points each, given a 
source, name the play Shakespeare derived from it. 

1':'1 ) Giovanni Fiorentino's 11 Pecarone 
,-2) Thomas Lodge's Rosalynde 
/.3) Francois de Belleforest's Histories Tragiques 
/4) Lucian's Misanthropos 

A 5) John Foxe's Book of Martyrs 
1( 6) Bocaccio's Decameroll 

1 he Merchant or Venice 
As You Like It 
Hamlet 
Timon orAthens 
Henry VIII 
Cymbeline 

4. Hungry? How about a Bible sandwich? For 10 points each, name the book of the bible found in between the two 
books given . 

..../1). Ezra & Esther 
..-1) Deuteronomy & Judges 

/3) Jeremiah & Ezekial 

Nehemiah 
~ 
Lamentations 

\yor 5 points each, given the musical works, name the musician. 
/cO Vespers and Orfeo Claudio Monteverdi 
A) Prince Igor Alexander Borodin . 
. .,. .' c) Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind and Rule; Britannia Thomas A. .Am.e. 
--Ai)" Pathetique Symphony and Swan Lake Peter I. Tchaikovsky 
A) A Life for the Tsar and Ludmalla Mikhail ~ Xt) Changes in Lattitude/Changes ill Attitude and A Pirate Looks at Forty Jimmy ~ 

6. The Bloomsbury Group was a group of intellectuals and writers who met in London during the early 20th century. 
F..9r 5 points each, Identify a member of this group by his or her works. 

ra) Where Angels Fear to Tread, A Room with a View E. M . ~ 
/b) Mrs. Dalloway, A Room of One's Own, The Waves Virginia WQ.Qlf 
-Gj. The Economic Consequences of the Peace, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money 

.,.(d) Vision and Design, Transformations, Cezanne 
r e) Eminent Victorians, Queen Victoria 
i'\.f) Civiliaztion, Proust 
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Rogerfu 
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Clive Bell 



7. Given a supreme court chief justice, name the year in which he was appointed as justice For 10 points each, or for 
5 points if within five years . 

.>il) Melville W. Fuller 
b) Salmon P. Chase 
c) Roger B. Taney 

10=1888 
10=1864 
10=1836 

5=(1883-93) . 
5=(1859-69) ~ 
5=(1831-41) ../ 

8.,B(ven a definition, name the psychological defense mechanism described by the definition for 5 pts each. 
/<l5 finding a diiferent, acceptable way of doing things sublimation 

I- b) finding a substitute oject for one's feelings, often a scapegoat Pisplacement 
~_Transforming a strong drive into its opposite. reaction formation 
( d) attributing one's own feelings to someone else. projection 
~) finding an acceptable reason for otherwise unacceptable behavior rationalization 
-'. f) dealing with a situation in a detatched, analytical manner. intellectualization 

I 9. Name the person who won the Pulitzer Prize for fictional literature for 10 points given the year and the work . 
. 1 '-)l: 1943, The Dragon's Teeth Upton Sinclair 

/ b. 1956, Andersonville MacKinlay Kan1m:. 
/C. 1968, The COllfessions of Nat Turner William 5mml 

10. Close your eyes and imagine you're at home watching TV. You're bored so you decide to channel surf. For five 
Roints each, identifY each of the following bizarre personalities you might see along the way. 

-.;i) Loud mouthed USA ':Up All Night" h?st. ' . Gilbert ?ottfii7d 
/ b) Creator of "Ren & Stlmpy" fired by Nickelodeon for "lack of production". John Kncfalus! or John K 
j c) Tropical storms expert on the Weather Channel John~ 
;;<, d) EPSN-2 talk show host who got into an on-the-air fight with then L.A. Rams quarterback Jim Everett. 

/e) Host of Comedy Central's "Politically Incorrect" 
~She was voted MTV's most obnoxious VJ 

11. IdentifY the philosopher on a 30-20-10 basis. 

flm~ 

BiIl~ 
Kennedy 

30) He was born in 1646 the son ofa profesor of moral philosophy at the University of Leipzig. He became a 
diplomat for the elector of Mainz after turning down the position of professor. 
20) He used his political stature to meet influential people in fields of science and philosophy and contributed many 
ideas to those fields. In philosophy, he invented the concept of entities called "monads". 
10) Along with Isaac Newton, he was a founder of calculus. 
Gottfiied Wilhelm Lcilmiz. 

Ib-.Given a country, name one ofits official languages for 5 points each. 
~~had funm or~ 
~) Pakistan !1nhl. 

r(C) Azerbaijan Armenian or Turkish 
.x{l) The Maldives Divehi 
1e) Indonesia Rahasa or Malay. 
;x[> Cape Verde Portuguese 

13 . Time for the ever popular Nobel Prize bonus. Name the winner for ten points given the year and the prize or 5 for 
the citation. 
~. 10) 1945 Physics 5) For work on atomic fissions Wolfgang f.ruJ1i 
b. 10) 1958 Chemistry --5) For deterrning the molecular structure of insulin Fredrick ~ 
c) 10) 1933 Physiology or Medicine 5) For discoveries on the hereditary functions of chromosomes 

/" Thomas H. Morgan 



14. Here's a little bit of college bowl trivia. No, not football . I mena the popular TV games show from the late 60s 
and early 70s. For 5 points each name the colleges that did each of the following things. A brief clue will be included 
for each one. 

<.. a) This school won the first three college bowl matches beating Brown, Columbia, and Pittsburgh before losing to 
/ Georgetown. They also hosted the first NCAA men's basletball championships. Northwestern 
): b) After beating Northwestern, Georgetown became the first to play in five games by tying Princeton, beating 
, Princeton in a rematach, squeaking by Tulane, and losing to this school who didn't need a "Hail Mary" to beat 

Georgetown 205-90. Notre Dame 
~. c) This school was the first to win five consecutive matches on the "College Bowl" TV show, and they probably did it 
withoput cavities. Colgate 
d) This school holds the second and third highest scores in "College Bowl" history with a 455-75 win over Los 

Y' Angeles S1. and a 450-5 drubbing of Chattanooga. They rose to the top of the college bowl world again in 1991 with 
.' a CBI national title. Rice 
~ The only voided game in "College Bowl" history came between this school and the University of Chicago. A 
. particular Jewish Supreme Court associate justce would've been in favor of that. Brandeis o 'Sadly all things must end and the TV show's time came after 407 episodes. This Virginia school probably more 

/ famous for Nancy Lieberman, beat Albright College 300-100 in the 407th and final match on the "C~ll.ege Bowl" TV 
. show. Old Dorruruon 

15. Given information on a decade in the 17th century, name the decade FTPE. 
a) Charles II returns to England to become king. Louis XIV assumes the French throne and begins construction on 

~ Versailles. 1660s 
/ 6) Ieyasu moves Japan's capital to Edo. Shakespeare has his most productive decade as a playwright and Samuel de 

Champlain claims Quebec as a French colony. 1600s 
~) The Turks seize Vienns for three months, the Edict of Nantes is revoked forced thousands of Huguenots to flee 

France, and Peter the Great becomes czar of Russia. 1680s 

'v 16. How well do you know operating systems? Identify these for 10 points each. 
/ .. a) An instance ofa program in execution. process 

.: /b) A structure set up by the operating system that takes data from one process and redirects it to another. 
/ llilK 

- r c) This method of scheduling asynchronous processes relies on a 'flag' variable which is incremented or decremented 
. through 'signal' and 'wait' commands. semaphore 

to 

A1, Given the years that a monarch ruled England, name them for +0 points each. 
J) 1830-1837 William VI 

V 2) 1702-1714 Anne 
./3) 1558-1603 Elizabeth I 

/ 4) 1413-1422 HenlY V 
,'5) 1189-1199 Richard I or Richard the Lionhearted 
X6) c. 828-c. 839 Eghm. 

18. On a 30-20-10-5 basis, name the year .... 
30) 67 shot in anti-aparthied protests in Sharpeville, South Africa. An earthquake kills 12,000 in Agadir, Morocco. 
20) Mrs. Bandaranaike of Ceylon becomes the first female Prime Minister. A US NVay bathyscape descends nearly 
36,000 feet into the Pacific Ocean. 
10) Madagascar, Nigeria, Tchad, Togo, Niger, and Ivory Coast become independent nations. Leonid Brezhnev 
becomes president of the Soviet Union. 
5) John F. Kennedy is elected president of the United States. 

1960 

19. Identify the author from works on a 30-20-10-5 basis. 
30) A Wonder Book, Our Old Home 
20) Fanshawe, Tanglewood Tales 
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10) The Blithedale Romance, Mossesjrom and Old Manse 
5) The House of the Seven Gables, The Scarlet Letter 

Nathaniel Hawthorne 

~Give the second largest city in each of the following countries FFPE. 
/' M"Australia Melbourne 
.,/ ~exico Guadal<uara 
/'1:) Netherlands Rotterdam 
)" g)Japan Yokohama 
/e) Colombia Medellin 
A China ~or~ 

21. Given a set of years name the poet laureate of England during that time for 5 points each. 
a) 1638-1668 William Davenant 
b) 1692-1715 Nahum~ 

c) 1730-1757 Colley Cili.er. 
d) 1813-1843 Robert Southey 
e) 1843-1850 William Wordsworth 
f) 1850-1892 Alfred Lord Tenyson 

22. Earthquakes are commonplace in California, where they experience as many as 800 quakes a year. However, 
other parts of the United States have well-noted seismic activity over the years as well. FTP given the description, 
name the areas effected by these great earthquakes. 
10) A series of3 earthquakes, all of which are estimate to be between 7.5 and 85 in magnitude ravaged this fault 
system during a three months span in 1811 and 1812. . New Madrid fault system 
10) In 1887 a 7.5 magnitude quake destroyed this eastern city which had some minor damage from an earthquake in 
April of this year. Charleston SC(prompt on Charleston) 
10) In 1660 a large earthquake rocked this town causing heavy damage to English settlements in the region. 

~MA 

23 . The Kentucky Derby, the Belmont Stakes, and the Preakness are the three races that constitute the "Triple 
Crown" or thouroughbred racing. FFPE, name any 6 of the 11 horses that have legal won all three thus winning the 
"Triple Crown". 

Sir Baron Gallant Fox Omaha. War Admiral Whirlaway Coynt Fleet Assault Citation Secretariat 
Seattle Slew Affirmed 

24. Given a state and the year it ratified the Constitution., give the date in which it was ratified FTPE or FFPE if you 
can give me the date within a week. 
10) Massachusetts, 1788 February 6 (Jan 30-Feb 13) 
10) South Carolina, 1788 May 23 (May 16-30) 
10) Rhode Island, 1790 May 29 (May 22-Apr 5) 

25 . Name any three of the "five points" concerning sin., heaven., and hell proposed by John Calvin in the 16th century 
FTPE. 

total depravity predestination limited atonement irresistability of grace perseryerence of the saints 
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